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INTRODUCTION
Le Monde Group is a leading French-speaking press company. It includes
a national daily press newspaper with Le Monde and its supplements and
associated publications, a magazine section with weekly and monthly
publications (Télérama, Courrier International, La Vie, Prier, Le Monde des
Religions, Le Monde diplomatique, etc.), as well as several Internet sites
including the main French-language news site lemonde.fr. Le Monde is
the most widely read paid national daily newspaper in France (2.42 million
readers in 2016) and the second largest in terms of number of copies sold
(288,145 copies per issue in 2018).
Le Monde is therefore a strong brand, which stands for independence and
journalistic integrity. In its online version, the editorial team remains highly
committed to the quality of content and respect for audiences.

• Analytics Suite

CHALLENGES

Benefits

The digital transformation of everyday life has not altered this tradition

Solution

• +15% more engine traffic on cinema
content thanks to better broadcast
timing
• +12% increase in traffic from push
notifications between 2018 and 2019
• Between 5% and 15% of blocked
traffic recovered thanks to AT Internet

of journalistic excellence and the newspaper tries to preserve this unique
attribute. It also needs to be able to differentiate itself from other titles, take
advantage of the opportunities offered by digital while meeting the multiple
challenges shared by all players in the online press:
•

Processing news remains a fast-moving process, which is identical for
everyone involved and therefore subject to strong competition. Timing is
one of the keys to differentiation.

•

The fact that news is free, that advertising revenues are falling (affecting
all media) and that intermediate platforms are available, forcing it to
constantly reinvent its model

•

Adopting a data-driven approach that drives their journalistic strategy,
and which involves evangelising teams in a data culture

•

A fragmented audience in a context of multi-device measurement with
identified or unidentified visitors depending on the media consulted

Data is therefore one of the pillars of the development of daily digital life, and
analytics is at the core of actions to enhance content, acquire audiences and
optimise conversions.

STRATEGY & RESULTS
1. Optimise the content production chain
Monitoring the daily web performance of the newspaper is key. In other
words, identifying which content works well, especially those that work well
on, their own, to maximize their exposure. However, analytical data can
provide opportunities to improve more confidential content, or sometimes
lead to a decision to stop production.
Le Monde’s Analytics team particularly relies on the study of traffic sources
and entry pages. During the first round of an election evening, for example,
the analysis of the engine input pages per minute showed that the peak
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audience took place at 8:17pm, while the results were officially announced at 8:00pm, highlighting a problem of
responsiveness, and therefore of referencing.

In the second round, we see that the peak traffic occurs at 8:01pm, the expected time.
The analytical data, here with surgical precision, helped to take into account the timing constraints of information
dissemination, and made it possible to correct the lack of anticipation of the first round.
Digital analytics is indeed a unique source of information to decipher the reality of the audience’s appetite. It makes
it possible to establish a report, but also to act in real time. Based on audience data, Le Monde teams can react
quickly by reporting high-potential articles on their home page (which remains a powerful audience generation
lever) or on other unused levers (social networks, notification, etc.).

Site indicators are extremely valuable. For example, we track the referrer (URL)
of each article to find out which pages generate the views.

To refine and enrich their analyses, the Analytics team makes extensive use of customised site indicators. Pierre
Buffet, head of digital studies, explains “Site indicators are extremely valuable. For example, we track the referrer (URL)
of each article to find out which pages generate views. We are also able to differentiate the editorial nature of each article,
but also the size, date of publication, whether they are free or paid, whether they are read by subscribers or anonymous...
A maximum amount of precious detail to produce in depth analyses.”

2. Activate the right conversion levers at the right time
Several cases illustrate the proper use of analytical data for conversion purposes within the Le Monde editorial team.
Case n°1 : Be in the right timing of publication
These 2 graphs illustrate the volumes of articles produced per day and per hour on the one hand, and the average traffic
per article on the other hand. The data allowed Le Monde to highlight the strong contrast between its organisation (i.e.
the timing of publication) and the audience hubs: the times when Le Monde published the majority of its articles were
not always the times readers wanted to read them.
This observation has led the editorial staff to gradually switch from a publication mode based on the flow of information
to a driver’s logic, in which each content is published at the best possible time.
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In concrete terms, this has led to several actions:
• the staggered publication of cold content in the evenings and weekends (personal life, travel...), while other topics
were covered earlier in the morning (money, finance...)
• a stronger presence on social networks on Sunday evenings due to a peak audience observed in this segment
• thematic content published more in line with readers’ expectations (cinema on Wednesdays, sports reports early
in the morning rather than at night...)

The increase in engine traffic was obvious, ranging from +15% for cinema
content to a 5-fold increase on some sports content.

On the latter examples, the gain in engine traffic was obvious, ranging from +15% for cinema content to a 5-fold
increase on some sports content.

Case n°2 : Maximising the distribution of performing content
Another significant example concerns content that is highly successful. The challenge is to be able to identify them in
time, notify decision-makers and maximize their exposure.
On

this

graph,

which

illustrates

the

performance of an article, we can see that
Le Monde has capitalised on several levers
to optimise content visibility, and therefore
conversion.
The engagement scenario:
• 12pm: detection of converting content
without any particular exposure
• 6pm: creation of a push notification +
highlight on the home page
• 8pm: focus on the mobile application
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The results:
• +100% more conversions after 6pm
• +150% more conversions on apps
• And another 15 more conversions the next morning

3. Analytics to guide the push strategy
It’s important to fully appropriate the digital tools available but also serve the company and the audience and respect
the brand. The most striking example is with the use of push notifications. On the editorial side, it was important to
be cautious: fear of disturbing readers, fear of disabling pushes or uninstalling the app.
After a study over 7 months of data, the doubts were dispelled. Against all expectations, it even revealed that pushes
on paid content, considered internally repulsive, obtained equal or even higher click volumes than pushes on free
content.
The proven efficiency of the pushes and the implementation of weekly monitoring has thus made it possible to
drastically reduce the number of days to less than 2 pushes in the last 3 years:

A better distribution of mailings and a targeting of the most promising slots in terms of audience have resulted in a
13% increase in clicks per push.

Le Monde has recorded +12% more traffic since the pushes
at the beginning of 2019 vs. 2018.
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A “perfect” week was even observed in November 2018:
• No push wrongly “deleted” (on Android, one push chases the other – sending them too close together does not
allow optimal visibility for each piece of content)
• +50% more clicks per push than the average
• Full morning/noon/evening slots
• No flops observed
Ultimately, the Le Monde site has recorded +12% more traffic since the pushes at the beginning of 2019 vs 2018.

4. Enhance the value of your real audience
Confronted with the phenomenon of ad blockers (as with all media), Le Monde daily observed traffic losses in its
web analyses. It relied on AT Internet to recover between 5% and 15% of the pages viewed under the radar, while
respecting the (legitimate) will of Internet users not to be subjected to advertisements.
AT Internet’s solution allows you to perform analytical measurement without disabling ad blocking. The principle is
based on a system that allows you to switch to the advertiser’s domain name (instead of that of the web analytics
provider) to collect the data. Blocking systems thus allow calls they consider legitimate (not from advertisements or
third-party tools) to be made, and a large part of the traffic is recovered. This type of configuration on the first domain
has the advantage of preventing systematic and non-targeted blockages. It secures the analytical measurement for
content publishers and reassures the Internet user whose data remains limited to the domain of the visited site (and
therefore no longer transit to a third domain). Finally, the traffic recovered is certified by the ACPM (France’s Alliance
for Press and Media Figures).
Le Monde’s interest in having a trusted third-party tool is to provide in-depth solutions on critical issues such as ad
blocking and respect for the privacy of Internet users.

BENEFITS
• +15% more engine traffic on cinema content thanks to better
broadcast timing
• +12% increase in traffic since the pushes between 2018 and 2019
• Between 5% and 15% of blocked traffic recovered thanks to AT
Internet
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About AT Internet

About Le Monde

One of the world’s major players in digital analytics since
1996, AT Internet helps companies measure their audience
and optimise their digital performance across all marketing
channels. From data collection to exploration, activation and
the sharing of insights, AT Internet’s Analytics Suite provides
fully reliable data for optimal decision-making company-wide.
Perfectly adapted to e-commerce, media, finance/banking,
and corporate websites and mobile apps, the Analytics Suite
is easy-to-use for all individuals within a company, whether
they’re business users, analysts or data scientists. The
quality of AT Internet’s solution and service has recently
been recognised by leading independent industry studies. AT
Internet’s digital analytics solution is used on more than 20,000
sites and applications around the world, across all industries.
With more than 200 employees, the group is present globally
via its customers, subsidiaries and partners.

Le Monde Group is a French-speaking press group. It is based
on 3 main elements: The national daily press with Le Monde
and its supplements or associated publications such as M,
the magazine du Monde, the Weekly Selection, the Education
Newsletter, Dossiers et Documents, the Monthly.
A magazine division that includes weekly, monthly or other
frequent publications such as Télérama, Courrier International, La Vie, Prier, Le Monde des Religions, Le Monde diplomatique, Manière de Voir. Several websites including the main
French-language information site lemonde.fr (published by
the MIA).
The group is controlled by LE MONDE LIBRE, a company comprising the 3 investors who bought it in November 2010: Pierre
Berge, Mathieu Pigasse and Xavier Niel and the Spanish company PRISA.

DISCOVER YOUR DATA’S TRUE POTENTIAL
Request a demo at www.atinternet.com
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